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Role of simulation in open varicose veins surgery: A systematic review
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Abstract
Objective: To assess the types and effectiveness of
simulators present for open varicose vein surgery.
Method: The systematic review was conducted at The
Aga Khan University Hospital Karachi and comprised
studies published from 1st January 2000 to 30th June
2020 related to open varicose vein surgical procedures
done on simulators. Databases searched were PubMed,
Medline, Google Scholar, Cochrane and Scopus using
appropriate key words. The primary outcome of the
review was to assess the effectiveness of different types of
simulators used for varicose vein surgery.
Results: Of the 286 articles found, 6(2%) were included. A
variety of simulators ranging from animal models,
homemade simulators and commercially designed models
with high fidelity options had been used. Technical
competence was the major domain assessed in most of the
studies 5(83.3%), while 1(16.6%) study focussed on selfassessment. Blinding was done in 4(66.6%) studies for
assessment purpose, and videorecording of the trainees'
performance was done in 5(83.3%) studies. Most studies
4(66.6%) found the use of simulation to be an effective tool
in achieving technical competence.
Conclusion: The use of simulation in the training of
surgical residents for open varicose vein surgery was
found to be beneficial, but most studies were
heterogeneous in terms of design, simulator types and
study participants. This makes it difficult to establish the
superiority of any one type of simulator over the rest.
Further research is needed to develop and validate
simulators in open varicose vein surgery procedures.
Keywords: Simulation training, Surgical education,
Surgical training, Varicose vein surgery, Assessment,
Saphenofemoral junction disconnection.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.47391/JPMA.AKU-10

Introduction
Acquiring operative skill proficiency is the most important
aspect of surgical training. Recently the concept of
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residents; training on real patients has been seriously
questioned.1 The 80-hour-a-week regulation has
decreased the operating exposure of the surgical trainees,
making it imperative to maximise learning in limited
time.2 This has been further compounded by shortened
duration of surgical residencies.3 Fear of potential
lawsuits has also not helped the cause.4 Lastly, the widely
popular approach of minimally invasive surgeries has
resulted in endovascular training getting more attention
than its open counterpart.5 This has opened an avenue to
discuss the emerging role of simulation, particularly for
open vascular surgical procedures.
A simulator is a model or a set of equipment designed
specifically for training by replicating situations
encountered in real life.6 Globally, there is a major shift in
favour of simulation for safe training and fine-tuning of
skills.7 Simulators, being cost-effective, readily available,
easily commutable and with repeatability of usage, have
an edge over other forms of training.8 It also avoids the
ethical dilemma that the trainers might face in terms of
putting a patient's safety at stake for training the
trainees.9 Another challenge for the trainers is the
assessment of a trainee's skill level. Direct observation in
operating rooms (ORs) lacks objectivity and is associated
with potential limitation of different interpretation
between observers for a similar set of skills.10
Varicose veins (VVs) represent a common pathology11
with reported worldwide prevalence ranging 10-30%.12,13
Khan et al. reported a prevalence of 34.8% for chronic
venous insufficiency (CVI) in Pakistan.14 Traditional
treatment has been surgery, which involves
saphenofemoral junction disconnection (SFJD) in the
groin.15 But now endovascular techniques are gaining
popularity for the treatment of VVs.16 The trainees now
are more used to the endovenous procedures, resulting in
limited exposure to open SFJD. Even with all the
advancements and frequent use of endovascular
approach, there may be situations where open SFJD
needs to be performed. Reluctance of health insurances
to cover CVI forces patients to opt for open SFJD which is
cheaper than endovenous procedures.17 VVs surgical
procedures are associated with potential complications,
like intraoperative bleeding, haematoma, groin infections
and recurrence. If the operating surgeon has not been
trained adequately and had limited exposure to SFJD
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during training, the likelihood of having intraoperative
and postoperative complication is increased. All of this
makes it imperative that the skill of performing VVs
surgery be mastered by the trainees.
Use of simulation for open vascular surgery procedures is
widely reported. Although different types of simulators with
varying fidelity are available but utility of any particular
simulator over others is an unexplored area.18 This poses a
problem for surgical educators in deciding the best
approach and simulation technique that is cost-effective
and ensures performance enhancement for VVs surgery.
The current systematic review was planned to assess
literature on the type of simulators available and their
effectiveness for technical performance of the trainees in
VVs surgery.

Materials and Methods
The systematic review was conducted at The Aga Khan
University Hospital Karachi from 30th June 2021 till 30th
July 2021 and comprised studies published from January
2000 to June 2020 related to open VVs surgical
procedures done on simulators. Using the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (PRISMA) statement,19 studies were searched on

PubMed, Medline, Google Scholar, Cochrane databases
and Scopus search engine. Studies, including case reports
as well as observational and interventional studies,
discussing the scope of simulation in VVs surgery were
included. Studies related to simulation in vascular
anastomosis or other non-VVs vascular procedures were
excluded. Review articles, ongoing studies, unpublished
articles and studies that were not published in the English
language were also excluded.
The search strategy comprised the population,
intervention and outcomes model.20 Population was
identified as physicians being trained in the discipline of
vascular surgery. Both independent vascular surgeons and
trainees were included. The terminologies used for this
purpose were "vascular surgery trainees" OR "fellows of
vascular surgery" OR "consultant vascular surgery" OR
"attending vascular surgeons" AND "open vascular surgical
procedures" OR "open vascular surgery". Various
simulation models being used for open VVs surgery were
considered as the aimed intervention. The terms included
were "simulation models" OR "simulation tools" OR
"simulation training" OR "simulation in open varicose vein
surgery". The outcome was the effectiveness of different
types of simulators used for open VVs surgery training. For
such outcome, search terms included "effectiveness" OR
"efficacy" OR "usefulness" OR "Impact"
OR "benefits" OR "role" AND "simulator
types" OR "simulation in open varicose
vein surgery".

Figure: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow-chart.
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All studies mentioning the role of
simulation in VVs surgery irrespective of
the type of simulation used were
included. Descriptive studies and
review articles related to the role of
simulation in VVs surgery were
excluded. The identified studies using
the above-mentioned criteria were
reviewed by two independent
investigators who thoroughly reviewed
the search items. In case of
disagreement between the reviewers,
an independent third reviewer was
invited to address the issue. For initial
scanning, the titles of relevant studies
were looked at and duplications were
excluded. This was followed by rigorous
evaluation of abstracts and manuscripts
of the finalised studies to complete the
process of inclusion. To avoid missing
any relevant study, references of all the
included studies were also reviewed.
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The primary outcome was to assess the effectiveness of
various simulation models used in VVs surgery training.
Data noted on a predesigned template included
publication year, details of the publishing journal and
authors' names from the selected articles. Variables
related to simulation, like the nature of simulator, details
of the participants, including their number, training
levels, assessment strategies and effectiveness of the
simulation models, were also recorded.

was the major domain assessed in most of the studies 5
(83.3%), while 1 (16.6%) study focussed on selfassessment. Blinding was done in 4 (66.6%) studies for
assessment purpose, and videorecording of the trainees'
performance was done in 5 (83.3%) studies. Most studies
4 (66.6%) found the use of simulation to be an effective
tool in achieving technical competence. Overall, 3 (50%)
studies grouped participants into junior residents, senior
residents and consultants.18,24,25

The quality of studies was assessed using the validated
National Institute of Health (NIH) tool.21

Of the 286 articles found, 151(52.8%) were identified
through the databases, while 135(47.2%) were found
through other sources, like references of articles
identified through database search. After the screening
process, 6 (2%) studies were included for detailed review
(See PRISMA diagram). Because of the difference in the
reported outcomes and heterogeneity in the
methodology in different studies, it was not possible to
perform meta-analysis.

Moorthy et al.24 created an artificial scenario leading to a
crisis situation while dissecting the SFJ and the trainee's
response in terms of handling the bleeding from the
femoral vein was assessed. Performance was individually
assessed and feedback was generated. Assessment was
two pronged, analysing human factor skills and bleeding
control skills. Time management was also considered.
Blood loss was investigated as surrogate outcome
measure. Two surgeons and a human factors expert
assessed the trainees in a blinded manner. Trainees were
grouped in two blocks, senior and junior trainees,
depending upon the number of SFJDs performed
previously.

The mean NIH score of all the included studies was 7.3 ±
0.372. The mean number of participants was 26.5± 9.725.
The level of training, technical capability and surgical
experience varied widely18,22-26 (see Table). A variety of
simulators ranging from animal models, homemade
simulators and commercially designed models with highfidelity options had been used. Technical competence

Beard etal.26 did not specify simulator details while
evaluating 33 trainees from the General Surgery
department. Five skills, including vessel ligation, were
evaluated in a simulation setting. The operative skill of
each participant was then investigated during SFJD on
two or three occasions by a single surgeon observer.
However, the exact nature and construct of the model

Results

Table: Summary of articles included in the systematic review.
Paper

Year of
Publication

Number of
Participants

Type of
Simulation Model

Domain
Assessed

Assessment
Done

Assessment
Tool

Outcome

NIH
Score

Hseino22

2012

Yes (blinded)

Not reported

Beneficial

7

2008

Bench model
simulator
Bespoke synthetic
model

Technical skills

Pandey23

Technical skills

yes

Modified GRS

Not reported

7

Datta25

2004

Inanimate synthetic
model

Technical ability

Yes (blinded)

OSATS

Beneficial

8

Moorthy24

2006

Silicone based
synthetic model

Technical skills /
crises management

Yes

GRS, NOTECHS
rating scale

Beneficial

7

Pandey18

2012

Bespoke synthetic model
model

Technical ability

yes

OSATS, ICEPS

Not reported

7

Beard26

2005

12
Junior trainees
42
Senior trainees
(at the end of training)
Total 22
Consultants-4
Specialist- 14
Senior HO - 4
Total-20
Senior trainee-10
Junior trainee-10
Total-30
Candidates-22
Examiner-8
33
General Surgery Trainees

Not known

Technical skills

Yes, blinded

Task specific checklist

Beneficial

7

GRS: Global rating scale, OSATS: Objective structured assessment of technical skills, NOTECHS: Non-technical skills, ICEPS: Imperial College Evaluation of Procedure-Specific Skill.
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used for simulation was not explained. Pandey et al.18,23 in
2 (33.3%)studies used Bespoke synthetic groin models for
SFJD.
Different types of validated and partially validated
assessment tools were used, like the objective structured
assessment of technical skills (OSATS), and the modified
global rating scale (GRS).23,24 Beard et al.26 used taskspecific checklist for assessment purpose. Of the total, 3
(50%) studies22,25,26 reported assessors being blinded
during assessment of the video recordings. Pandey et al.23
identified significant variability in assessment between
the independent observers and trainees assessing
themselves as self-assessment. Therefore, the study
recommended regular technical feedback during training
to ensure improvement in technical performance of the
trainees.23
Pandey et al.18,23 did not highlight the usefulness of
simulation, as the objective of both the studies was
different and the focus was on participants' selfassessment and establishing comparison of relationship
between technical and oral performances.

Discussion
The current review identified some interesting facts
regarding the role of simulation in VVs surgery. The
development, advancement and use of simulators in
endovascular interventions has surpassed the simulation
in open vascular surgical procedures.4 The findings point
toward the fact that despite VVs surgery being one of the
most performed procedures, the work on simulation for
residents' training is limited and is further complicated by
the fact that almost all the present studies are
heterogeneous in nature with different types of
simulators used in a limited number of participants.
The objective of a simulator is to create an environment
with certain element of fidelity for the behavioural,
emotional and cognitive engagement to ensure effective
participation, resulting in desirable outcomes.27 The types
of simulators ranged from a simple plastic-based
synthetic model25 to a more complex Bespoke model23
and finally to a very complex simulated operating theatre
(SOT).24 The effectiveness of training on simulators of
varying fidelity is still a matter of debate.28 Moorthy et al.
used SOT with the involvement of an anaesthetist, and
focus on blood-loss, realisation of calling for help along
with the procedural technicalities showed indirect benefit
of simulation. Majority of participants in the study
thought of simulation as useful for skill acquisition.24
However, other studies25,26 also reported simulation as a
positive catalyst for the improvement in surgical skills
J Pak Med Assoc (Suppl. 1)
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while using comparatively low-fidelity models. Different
types of simulation models were used across all studies.
This limitation along with quite a low number of studies
on this subject limit the ability to conclude any one model
being superior to the others. It can be assumed that the
experience of simulation in VVs surgery can be enhanced
by using cadaveric models with intact perfusion. These
models have been used in certain institutions to enhance
the simulation experience for open vascular surgery
procedures.29
All the studies included had a wide variation of
participants. Even though the numbers ranged from 12 to
42, the experience and designation of these participants
were quite variable, ranging from surgical trainees at
different years of training from the first year to candidates
for European Board Fellowship to consultants already
practising independently. With each year of training, the
learning needs of the trainees differ and the complexity of
the procedures also do not remain the same.17 Lowfidelity simulators, such as bench top plastic models, may
appear to be highly useful for junior trainees in the first or
second year of their training, but for the senior group of
trainees, incorporation of more complex aspects of
surgical skills is needed. As of now, there is not enough
evidence to ascertain the advantage of high-fidelity over
low-fidelity simulators for senior trainees.
Prior exposure to VVs surgery before becoming a part of
simulation is another factor to consider in terms of
effectiveness of training. Again, there is heterogeneity
where Hseino et al.22 inducted 12 participants in the first
and second year of training with no prior exposure to VVs
surgery, while Moorthy et al. included only those
participants who had done at least 20 cases of SFJD
before.24 The trainee's previous exposure can
substantially enhance the effectiveness of a simulation, as
shown by Moorthy et al.24 who included more
experienced trainees. Similar-level surgical trainees may
have different learning experience and variable skill
improvement based on the level of familiarity and
previous knowledge about VVs surgical procedures.
Almost all the studies considered technical skills
improvement as the primary objective and major domain
taught and assessed on the simulator. Other than the
technical aspect of training, there are other soft skills that
are required to ensure optimal performance of surgeons
in training, like communication skills, ethical
considerations, team dynamics, leadership, task
delegation, professionalism, mutual respect, constructive
feedback, crises management, realisation of limitations
and ability to call for help. Moorthy et al. focussed on
these variables.24 Ideally, a simulator should be designed

S-53
in a way that beside addressing the surgical skill
component, it should also be able to cater to the
requirement of human-factor skills. Realistically though
achieving this task has significant technical, financial and
logistical challenges. A simulated OR, as used by Moorthy
et al.,24 with multiple simulators of varying fidelity
specialised in addressing different skills can be a possible
answer to this.
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